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the HTML5 app cache in Chrome Extension I've been developing a
Chrome extension for a while now, and have come up against a slight
issue with accessing local files in the extension's files directory. I'm
attempting to access data from local files in the extension directory on
user's computer in order to inform the user of changes. I'm not running a
server, just a bunch of requests for information in local files. I've tried
using html5's appCache, as well as attempting to assign a unique ID to
each file and attempting to locate that ID, but no luck so far. Is there a
function I'm missing that will allow me to interact with the local files inside
the extension directory? I've tried using promises and getItem. function
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getFile() { return chrome.runtime.getURL("testFile.txt"); };
chrome.app.window.create("main.html", { id: "cached-file-id", noclose:
false,
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to this post Editing: First you need to make sure you have your root
partition mounted to /mnt/something, or whatever you want to mount
your Android to. Now you want to do something like tar czvf
something.tgz Documents/* Now you have a tarball of
Documents/MyDocuments, etc. See the man page for tar for all the
options you need. Also I'm not sure if this is the best way to do things, but
I'm not entirely sure where you want it to go, either. Rsync: Rsync the
tarball to your Linux box. I believe the command for this is rsync -avz
something.tgz someplace.else.org:/mnt/ Rsync is a very powerful tool, but
man it's a pain when you only know a few commands. Zipping: zip -rz
something.tgz Documents/ Like I said, I'm not sure how you want your
archive to look. There are some options like add executable and other
things you can do to make your archive a little easier to deal with. P.S. If
you don't know how to use tar, you might want to take a look at the man
page (man tar), and try and read up on how to use rsync, and then you'll
be able to answer your own question! A: As someone who uses rsync and
the like to carry my source code across networks (which 6d1f23a050
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